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Abstract
RUMBLE’s Initial Communication Pack consists of the project logo, poster, leaflet,

presentation template, deliverable template and poster-presentation template.
Consequently, the purpose of this deliverable is to report on the production of the
aforementioned materials. The website & social media groups are also communication
tools, which are analyzed in D7.2.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that this set of produced public communication tools,
will be updated throughout the project lifetime. Namely, an updated/final set of
leaflets and posters will be designed and printed at the end of the project and will
include a presentation of the project’s major achievements and findings.
In the following sections of this report, a brief description of the establishment of the project’s
visual identity, implemented by EASN-TIS, is presented.
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Disclaimer
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under Grant agreement No 769896.
The statements made herein do not necessarily have the consent or agreement of the RUMBLE
consortium. These represent the opinion and findings of the author(s). The European Union
(EU) is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information they contain.

Copyright © 2017, RUMBLE Consortium, All rights
reserved.
This document and its content is the property of the RUMBLE Consortium. It may contain
information subject to intellectual property rights. No intellectual property rights are granted by
the delivery of this document or the disclosure of its content. Reproduction or circulation of this
document to any third party is prohibited without the prior written consent of the Author(s), in
compliance with the general and specific provisions stipulated in RUMBLE Grant Agreement
and Consortium Agreement.
THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
DOCUMENT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Term

Definition

EASN TIS

European Aeronautics Science Network

EC

European Commission

PU

Public

QR Code

Quick Response Code

RUMBLE

RegUlation and norM for low sonic Boom LEvels

WP

Work Package
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Abstract
The significance of communicating and disseminating the innovative concept, main objectives,
achievements and results of the RUMBLE project to the wider European and Russian scientific
community, aviation stakeholders, policy makers, regulatory authorities, investors and the
general public are of primary importance to the RUMBLE project consortium. Towards the
achievement of this goal, a set of communication tools forming the project’s “visual identity”
has been developed (including the project logo, poster, leaflet and templates: presentation,
poster-presentation and deliverables’ templates) and shall be updated throughout the project’s
three year lifetime.
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1 Introduction
The RUMBLE project is dedicated to the production of the scientific evidence requested by
national, European and international regulation authorities to determine the acceptable level of
overland sonic booms and the appropriate ways to comply with it.
The RUMBLE project benefits from the heritage of the past supersonic transport aircraft in
Europe and Russia from the very organizations who designed them. Through the international
collaboration between major European and Russian partners, the RUMBLE project gathers and
associates the best skilled organizations in Europe and Russia, the only two industries ever able
of designing and operating a civil supersonic aircraft.
To this end, RUMBLE associates the leading organizations in supersonic aviation in Europe and
Russia, combining scientific excellence, world-class research infrastructures and industrial
leadership bearing the heritage from Concorde and Tu-144, with strong involvement in the
regulatory bodies.
The main actions of the project are:




Development and assessment of sonic boom prediction tools
Study of the human response to sonic boom and
Validation of the findings using wind-tunnel experiments and actual flight tests

Extensive dissemination and regulatory activities ensure that the European considerations are
taken into account in the evolution of the international regulation affecting civilian supersonic
flights. RUMBLE also paves the way for a future low boom flying demonstrator.
In this frame, WP7: “Dissemination and Exploitation” (Led by EASN-TIS), has been essentially
designed in order to provide dedicated dissemination, networking and communication tools for
efficiently communicating the RUMBLE project results, maximizing its impact and triggering
effects across the project’s entire range of target audiences.
Amongst the various dissemination and exploitation activities and tools developed within WP7,
is the creation of the so-called “Initial Communication Pack”. With the aim to create the
project’s “visual identity”, a set of dedicated communication material has been created under
Task 7.1. The project logo, the presentation, poster-presentation and deliverable templates and
the project leaflet and poster including information about the project’s challenge, main
objectives, methodology and expected impact have all been created at the beginning of the
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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project. Consequently, the purpose of this deliverable is to report on the production of the
aforementioned materials. All members of the consortium will receive paper and electronic
copies of the project leaflets and poster, to distribute at their home institutes, as well as to their
respective science communities, workshops and other relevant events.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that this set of produced public communication tools, will be
updated throughout the project lifetime. Namely, an updated/final set of leaflets and posters
will be designed and printed at the end of the project and will include a presentation of the
project’s major achievements and findings.
In the following sections of this report, a brief description of the establishment of the project’s
Initial Communication Pack, implemented by EASN-TIS, is presented.

1.1 Objectives
The main objective of WP7 is to disseminate information about the project’s significant
outcomes to the right audiences by using the right language at the right time so as to maximize
their exploitation opportunities and achieve the intended impacts. In particular, WP7 aims at:





The effective and sustainable dissemination of the knowledge generated within the
project among and beyond the participants of the consortium, during but also beyond
the end of the project.
Promoting and supporting the exploitation of the project results
Providing adequate and effective protection and management of the knowledge created
in the project, having due regard to the legitimate interests of the partners concerned

The current document aims to report about the actions realized under task 7.1 of the WP7,
towards the development of the project’s Initial Communication Pack (Logo, Leaflet, Poster,
Presentation, Poster-presentation and Deliverables’ Templates). A conceptual design was
realized prior to the development of each of the communication material presented in this
report. In particular in the case of the project logo and leaflet, several alternatives were
developed before concluding to the most appropriate choices. Special considerations were taken
during the leaflets’ development, in order to ensure that it would be able to contain all the
necessary information, while not risking to lose, but rather to engage the readers’ interest.

This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
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2 Initial Communication Pack
2.1 Logo
The design and development of a logo able to give a conceptual representation of the project
was the first task towards establishing the project’s visual identity. The project logo had to be
graphically appealing, editable and meaningful with respect to the project concept, goals and
activities. The logo is the basis for the project visual identity; it determines the selection of the
colors and fonts adopted in the document templates, the public website and in the
dissemination materials. Having concrete colors and a general overall sensation which are kept
constant throughout the logo, website and printed material gives the project consistency and a
polished appeal.
A series of different designs (Figure 2) were developed by EASN-TIS, aiming to suggest an “eyecatchy” graphic being attractive, easily recognizable and printable in various sizes (small, large)
and outputs (greyscale, color). The suggested designs were discussed with the coordinator and
the consortium partners and in the end the RUMBLE logo was finalized (Figure 1).

Figure 1: RUMBLE Official logo

This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
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Figure 2: Alternative design suggestions for RUMBLE logo

Since then, the project logo has been used in the project’s templates (deliverables, reports,
presentations, poster-presentations etc.), website and communication material. An optimized
(reduced in size and quality) electronic version of the project logo is available for download
from the RUMBLE website. Based on the final logo, the design and overall presentation of the
RUMBLE poster, leaflet, templates and website was developed, constructing the RUMBLE
unique brand.
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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2.2 Leaflet
The project leaflets aims at facilitating partners in their dissemination and communication
activities. In particular, distribution of RUMBLE leaflets is planned to take place during
participation at high-impact scientific events, technical seminars, exhibitions, workshops, etc. In
this way, the expected recipients of this material will include researchers, academics, experts
and industrial representatives working on similar activities and application fields, thus being
familiar with the technical language, challenges and objectives of the RUMBLE project.
At the same time however, RUMBLE leaflets will be distributed at open events, communication
and networking activities, the target audiences of which may be not so familiar with the
technical content, yet interested to learn about the outcomes and impact of the project. These
audiences include policy makers, investors, or even European and Russian citizens. To this end,
it was important to ensure that the language and illustrations that were to be used, would be
easily understood by the aforementioned target audiences.
Having these considerations in mind, the content of the leaflet was structured as follows:
□ Expected Impact; in this section, the primary outcomes and the challenges RUMBLE aims to
tackle are presented in detail highlighting its main actions and the justified importance of the
project.
□ The Challenge; in this section, the existing challenges are understood through a short historic
reference of the first supersonic era as well as images of the supersonic effect and its impact on
humans.
□ The Solution; a very important message to be communicated includes the mission and highlevel objective of RUMBLE. This justifies the project’s significance and importance to the
technical advancements of the European Aeronautics Industry while leading to a viable
solution.
□ Methodology; in this section, the project’s strategy towards tackling the problems discussed
is presented. An effective representation of the work breakdown structure includes an
illustration that would allow the general public to easily understand the overall concept,
without having to comprehend technical details.

This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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□ The Consortium; A complete list of the 18 Consortium partners involved in the project is
provided and the importance of the international collaboration between European and Russian
partners is stressed out.
□ EC Acknowledgement statement; the proper statement acknowledging the generous funding
received from the European Commission for the implementation of this project is included,
according to the rules described in the project’s Grant Agreement. Through this statement, the
RUMBLE consortium acknowledges the ability and interest of the European Commission to
support research and innovation through European collaborations like this, which can achieve
more than would have otherwise been possible by individual partners alone.
□ Additional information; the project’s full name is provided, as well as the project website’s
URL, a QR Code pointing to that and the respective social media signs of RUMBLE.
Three alternative leaflet designs (Figure 3) were proposed and presented to the coordinator and
the partners for discussion and selection, while in the end the RUMBLE leaflet was delivered by
EASN-TIS (Figure 4).

This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
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Figure 3: Alternative design suggestions for RUMBLE leaflet
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Figure 4: RUMBLE Official leaflet
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
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An optimized (reduced in size and quality) electronic version of the project leaflet is available
for download from the RUMBLE website. Hard copies have been distributed to all partners,
with the option to request additional copies from EASN-TIS based on their dissemination needs
and activities.

2.3 Poster
The RUMBLE poster was developed in harmonization to the project’s leaflet, aiming to support
the partners in their dissemination activities, so that it may be displayed at scientific events,
technical seminars, workshops and exhibitions. The project poster was designed by EASN-TIS,
following the content and layout of the leaflet (Figure 5).

Figure 5: RUMBLE Official poster
This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Commission
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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An optimized (reduced in size and quality) electronic version of the project poster is available
for download from the RUMBLE website. Hard copies have been distributed to all partners,
with the option to request additional copies from EASN-TIS based on their dissemination needs
and activities.

2.4 Templates
Templates have a crucial role towards reinforcing the consistent visual identity of the project.
The RUMBLE deliverable (Figure 6), presentation (Figure 7) and poster-presentation templates
(Figure 8) were developed during the first semester of the project’s lifetime and provided to all
partners with the aim to facilitate them to their needs as well as increase uniformity of the
information presented either internally or externally by the consortium. Two formats of
templates have been produced: a Word one for text documents such as deliverables and a
Power Point format for presentations and posters. These templates can also be found in the
Private area of RUMBLE website under: Dissemination activities / Project Identity.

Figure 6: RUMBLE deliverables’ template
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Figure 7: RUMBLE Presentation template
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Figure 8: RUMBLE Poster - Presentation template
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3 Conclusion
In the previous sections, an outline of the RUMBLE project’s initial communication pack
elements was presented. The main aim of the project’s tailored dissemination strategy is to
create a strong and efficient visual identity, able to get across the project’s main concept and
objectives. The way the prepared materials have been designed focused on making them able to
communicate the RUMBLE innovative concept, main objectives, activities and expected impact
to the project’s relevant identified target audiences. The effective communication of the project’s
work has been established early on as important goal to be pursued. The effective dissemination
and diffusion of the project’s concept and expected results has been an important aspect in the
preparation of the project’s initial communication pack.
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This document has been produced under the EC Horizon 2020 Grant Agreement
769896. This document and its content remain the property of the beneficiaries of the
RUMBLE Consortium and may not be distributed or reproduced without the written
approval of the RUMBLE Coordinator.
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